Energy | Creating an Internal Video Knowledge
Base
To power life around the world, there are numerous complex processes involved in the
energy sector every day. The complexity of these processes is compounded with our aim
to shift to more cleaner and innovative solutions. Given this complexity, documenting and
sharing internal knowledge securely is of utmost importance for energy companies.
However, sharing knowledge through means of text is outdated. No one likes reading long
manuals anymore and ‘video’ is the new way forward! And keeping the power of video in
mind, one of our energy sector customers has started using our platform to create their
own internal YouTube. Where employees are empowered to upload and share their
expertise through an easy yet convenient solution.
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VIDIZMO EnterpriseTube
Customer Challenges

Our Solution

Sharing knowledge through text and in online
meetings wasn’t just effective. They needed a
collaborative platform where employees can watch
videos on-demand to learn at their own pace and
schedule.

VIDIZMO EnterpriseTube offers organizations their
own YouTube-like library where contributors can
upload videos. Logged-in users can then
conveniently watch videos from any device or
browser. They can comment, like, attempt quizzes
and do much more.

The information shared internally is highly
confidential, a breach of which could lead to
competitive disadvantage. Hence, they needed a
platform that adheres to the highest levels of
security.

The organization wanted to start small and roll-out to
more departments and use cases over time.

VIDIZMO EnterpriseTube offers numerous security
features, and can be deployed in secure Azure, AWS
or on-premise datacenters. The platform is trusted
by large government organizations such as the US
State Department.

VIDIZMO EnterpriseTube is highly scalable, and
organizations can easily add users, storage and
other components. You can even create new portals
and sub-portals for separate departments or use
cases.

Create separate autonomous portals for each
department to segregate content and delegate
portal management

For each video – choose who can access
them. Select users, groups, departments, the
entire organization or the public

High-quality live and on-demand video
streaming optimized for various devices and
bandwidth conditions

Automatically transcribe videos and translate
these transcriptions into more than 50
languages
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